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After 27 years of service to national and international tourism and with an investment estimated
at fourteen billion pesos, the traditional Hotel Cosmos 100 becomes a hotel chain, thus
strengthening its leadership in the hotel sector.

The new chain arises from the continuous growth of Colombia’s hotel sector, the transformation
of its brand to the eyes of its clients, and the result of the evolution of the service provided by
Cosmos 100 during three consecutive decades.

Hotel Cosmos 100 has been a direct participant of the progress of the sector in Colombia, and
on many occasions, one its representatives and leaders, while coping with times of national
economic crisis and managing actions related to market categorization and to various kinds of
negotiations with regulatory entities and current governments.

The Cosmos Hoteles Chain Has 100% Colombian Human Capital.

The Cosmos Hoteles chain has a 100% Colombian human capital that is trained through
academic programs designed and executed internally on the basis of experience and the
acknowledgement of the needs of its guests and clients.

Year after year, through the SENA (Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje - the National Learning
Service), the Hotel Cosmos 100 graduates as technicians in Hotel Trade and Tourism those
employees who have obtained, albeit empirically, vast experience and important achievements
in their work. Thus, service is rendered by highly qualified personnel.

Before December 2009, Cosmos Hoteles will present and open the doors of Cité Hotel, located
on the northeastern corner of Bogota’s El Virrey Park, on Calle 88 and Carrera, and offering the
highest standards of quality and service.

The Cosmos Hoteles hotel chain will offer locals and foreigners good service backed by the
experience and financial discipline that have maintained it as an icon of the country’s hotel
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sector.
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